Phone services and systems

Line Rental
We can provide fixed lines to a better phone service with lower prices.
- Switch to us and save money

- Enjoy a faster, better service

- Keep your existing numbers

- Lines and calls on one monthly bill

How it works

Who is it for?

Gone are the days when businesses could only get
their telephone lines installed, managed and billed by
just one or two companies. You can now pay for your
lines and calls on a single bill. You save money and
enjoy a faster, better service.

This highly-responsive service is particularly
beneficial to companies that are expanding
geographically and are adding new sites.

We’ll manage the entire process, from ordering and
installing to service and billing. You can even keep
your existing telephone number.

Take a closer look
Switching to us can save you money against BT
business line rental and call rates, and you are still
able to keep your existing telephone numbers.
It’s all possible because we connect to the state-ofthe-art Wholesale Line Rental 3 (WLR3) provisioning
system.
This gives us direct access to Openreach’s
engineering diary, diagnostics tools and line
availability checker. As a result, we can provide you
with a highly-responsive service.

It’s also useful for organisations that are event- driven
and need to act quickly, such as the emergency
services.
Organisations that need temporary lines for special
events such as exhibitions, or alternative locations in
case of emergencies can also benefit from our line
rental services.
We manage the whole process of ordering,
installation, service and ongoing billing. Billing is
simple, as you will receive just one monthly bill for all
your calls and line rental
We can efficiently pre-qualify orders, transfer and
provision lines, check if a number is suitable for
transfer to a new address whilst on the phone,
arrange analogue installation appointments, conduct
tests for analogue line faults and supply you with
status reports.

Benefits
• Save money against BT business line rental
and call rates.
• Keep your existing telephone numbers.
• Rapid provisioning and installation process
with status reports.
• Simple billing - one monthly bill for all your
calls and line rental.
• Temporary lines available for events or
unforeseen circumstances
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